1. For each of the vehicle identified in the twelve ODI complaints and in the petition, furnish the
following:
a. Any steering system related service / warranty history
b. Any steering system related customer service / complaint records
c. Documents identifying when the remedies for Special Service Campaign (SSC) 60C and Recall
C0T (NHTSA Recalls No. 06V188 and No. 12V537) were performed, if the vehicle was
included in the recall(s).
Response 1
The detailed information responsive to “a” through “c” is provided electronically on CD-ROM in the
folder “Attachment-Response 1.”

2. Furnish the original and any revised repair procedures for SSC 60C and Recall C0T.
Response 2
This information is provided electronically on CD-ROM in the folder “Attachment- Response 2.”
3. State the number of each of the following, received by Toyota, or of which Toyota is otherwise
aware, which relate to the alleged defect in the subject vehicles (excluding the vehicles referenced
in Request No. 1).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators;
Field reports, including dealer field reports;
Reports involving a crash, injury or fatality;
Property damage claims; and
Third-party arbitration proceedings where Toyota is or was a party to the arbitration; and
Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Toyota is or was a defendant or codefendant.

For subparts “a” through “d,” state the total number of each item (e.g., consumer complaints, field
reports, etc.) separately. Multiple incidents involving the same vehicle are to be counted separately.
Multiple reports of the same incident are also to be counted separately (i.e., a consumer complaint
and a field report involving the same incident in which a crash occurred are to be counted as a crash
report, a field report and a consumer complaint).
In addition, for items “c” through “f” provide a summary description of the alleged problem and
causal and contributing factors and Toyota’s assessment of the problem, with a summary of the
significant underlying facts and evidence.
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Response 3
Excluding the vehicles referred to in Request No. 1, Toyota has not located any requested information
that indicates a decoupling or separation of the steering intermediate shaft assembly from the steering
column assembly in the subject vehicles.
4. Separately, for each item (complaint, report, claim, notice, or matter) within the scope of your
response to Request No. 3, state the following information:
a. Toyota’s file number or other identifier used;
b. The category of the item, as identified in Request No. 3 (i.e., consumer complaint, field report,
etc.);
c. Vehicle owner or fleet name (and fleet contact person), address, and telephone number;
d. Vehicle’s VIN and date of manufacture;
e. Vehicle’s make, model and model year;
f. Vehicle’s mileage at time of incident;
g. Incident date;
h. Report or claim date;
i. Whether a crash is alleged;
j. Whether property damage is alleged;
k. Number of alleged injuries, if any;
l. Number of alleged fatalities, if any; and
m. Whether the vehicle was included in SSC 60C and/or Recall C0T, and if so, whether the
remedies were performed and when they were performed.
Response 4
Excluding the vehicles referred to in Request No. 1, Toyota has not located any requested information
that indicates a decoupling or separation of the steering intermediate shaft assembly from the steering
column assembly in the subject vehicles.
5. Produce copies of all documents related to each item within the scope of Request No. 3. Organize
the documents separately by category (i.e., consumer complaints, field reports, etc.).
Response 5
Excluding the vehicles referred to in Request No. 1, Toyota has not located any requested information
that indicates a decoupling or separation of the steering intermediate shaft assembly from the steering
column assembly in the subject vehicles.
6. State, by model and model year, a total count for all of the following categories of claims,
collectively, that have been paid by Toyota to date that relate to the alleged defect in the subject
vehicles: warranty claims; extended warranty claims; claims for good will services that were
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provided; field, zone, or similar adjustments and reimbursements; and warranty claims or repairs
made in accordance with a procedure specified in a technical service bulletin or customer
satisfaction campaign.
Separately, for each such claim, state the following information:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Toyota’s claim number;
Vehicle owner or fleet name (and fleet contact person), address, and telephone number;
VIN and date of manufacture;
Repair date;
Vehicle mileage at time of repair;
Repairing dealer’s or facility’s name, telephone number, city and state or ZIP code;
Concern stated by customer;
Comment, if any, by dealer/technician relating to claim and/or repair; and
Whether the vehicle was included in SSC 60C and/or Recall C0T, and if so, whether the
remedies were performed and when they were performed.

Response 6
Toyota has not located any requested information that relates to the alleged defect in the subject
vehicles. To the extent that claim information relates to the vehicles identified in Request No. 1, such
information is provided with the response to that Request.

***

Data provided in this document is current as of the following dates:
Response
Response 1
Response 3

Response 6

Information related to VOQs
Consumer Complaints
Field Reports
Dealer Reports
3rd Party Arbitration
Lawsuits, Claims and Notices (from Legal
Department)
Warranty claims
Goodwill
Extended warranty claims
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Dates
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013
6/17/2013

***

In the foregoing responses to this Information Request (“IR”), information has been obtained from
those departments and employees knowledgeable about the subject matter of this inquiry most likely to
have such information in the regular and ordinary course of business. When a particular Request
seeks “documents” as defined in the IR, reasonable, good faith searches have been made of corporate
records where such documents would ordinarily be expected to be found and to which Toyota would
ordinarily refer when looking for such information.
The definitions of “documents” and “Toyota”, however, are unreasonably broad, vague, and ambiguous,
and Toyota objects to such definitions, because they exceed a reasonable understanding of such terms.
For example, “calendars”, “travel reports”, “contracts” and “personnel records”, to name a few, would
not normally contain responsive information pertaining to the alleged defect subject of this inquiry.
Toyota has also not provided information from electronic files that require extraordinary or expert
means to retrieve that are generally unavailable to the computer user.
In addition, Toyota has not provided information from persons or entities over which it does not
ordinarily exercise control, such as independent suppliers and contractors. Toyota also objects to the
definition of “Toyota” to the extent it purports to include outside counsel. It would be unduly
burdensome to require Toyota to request that outside counsel search files for responsive documents.
Moreover, it is highly unlikely that outside counsel would possess any non-privileged documents
responsive to this IR that are not already being produced by Toyota. In light of the significant burden
and cost associated with canvassing outside counsel for potentially responsive documents and the very
low probability of identifying any non-privileged document not already being produced, Toyota has not
asked its outside counsel to search for responsive documents.
Toyota understands this IR to seek information on vehicles manufactured for sale in the United States
and its territories. Also, we understand documents specifically related to the preparation of the
responses are not sought.
The source of information used as a basis for the data in each Attachment, including the date the data
were updated and retrieved, is identified above as applicable. If a document itself is the source for the
requested information and it is provided, no further source identification is provided. If a document,
drawing or component is requested, or if no responsive information is available, we assume no further
source identification is called for.
Toyota is not providing privileged documents that may be responsive to this Information Request.
With regard to claims of privilege, Toyota understands that it is acceptable to the Agency for Toyota to
identify specific categories of privileged documents rather than any specific document within those
categories. These categories include: (a) communications between outside counsel and employee’s of
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Toyota’s Legal Department, other Toyota employees, or employees of parties represented by Toyota in
litigation and claims; (b) communications between employees of Toyota’s Legal Department and other
Toyota employees, or employees of parties represented by Toyota in litigation and claims; (c) notes and
other work product of outside counsel or of employees of Toyota’s Legal Department , including work
product of employees or consultants done for or at the request of outside counsel or Toyota’s Legal
Department. For any privileged documents that are not included in these categories, if any, Toyota
will provide a privilege log identifying any such document under separate cover. Toyota is not
claiming a legal privilege for any documents provided with this response; however, Toyota does not
waive the legal privilege or work-product protection with respect to other documents that may have
been prepared in connection with a specific litigation or claim. In addition, Toyota may assert the
attorney-client privilege or claim protection under the work-product protection for analyses or other
documents that may be prepared in connection with litigation or claims in the future.
Toyota understands that NHTSA will protect any private information about persons that is contained in
the Attachments to this response, based on privacy considerations. Such private information includes
data such as names, addresses, phone or fax numbers, email addresses, license plate numbers, driver’s
license numbers and the last 6 digits of a vehicle’s VIN.
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